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General comments

The paper investigates the impact of 3D effects on satellite observations (SO2, BrO and
IO) of volcanic plumes by applying the 3D radiative transfer model TRACY-2 to highly
idealized plumes. Four effects are investigated (horizontal light mixing, saturation effects,
geometric effects and plume side effects) and it is found that especially the first two
effects significantly bias SO2 retrievals when considering only 1D radiative transfer. The
paper provides substantial contribution to the scientific progress and is well within the
scope of AMT.

The paper is quite unbalanced between the first part (Section 1 and 2) and the second
part (Section 3-8). The authors introduce and discuss in detail scenarios for SO2, BrO and
IO for wavelengths of 313, 340 and 440 nm, respectively (Sect. 2.1.2-4). However, BrO
and IO are not mentioned in the results, discussions and conclusions (besides figures are
generally provided for these three wavelengths). Indeed, BrO and IO are mentioned last in
line 315 at the beginning of the results (Section 3) and never mentioned afterwards. To
add some confusion, the authors also discuss SO2 retrievals at 313, 324, 332 and 370 nm
in the context of the saturation effect, which adds a second wavelength dependency of the
results. I think it is necessary to better balance the two parts. My suggestion would be to
focus on SO2 only in the paper for wavelengths 313 to 370 nm, remove BrO and IO from
Sections 1 and 2, and simplify figures focusing mainly on the wavelength range relevant
for SO2 retrievals (e.g. 313, 340 and 370 nm). I would still find it important and
interesting to discuss implications for BrO and IO (and other trace gases) in the
conclusions. I think that these changes would results in a more concise and focused
introduction and overall paper.

 



Specific comments

L64: Suggest adding "TROPOMI ground pixel (e.g., 1 x 1 km²)"

L378ff: Please check percentage numbers as I get, for example, 7% instead of 8%
(3.2/43.6) but these might be rounding errors.

L507f: It is still possible to have SZA = VZA and to pass the plume only once for the case
of different azimuth angles.

Figure 8: What do the error bars represent in the figure?

 

Technical corrections

L299: "For such measurements, horizontal light paths can also play …"

L313: "Fig. 4" -> "Figure 4"

L383: Maybe change "considered here (see Table 3)" to "considered in Table 3", as the
first version can imply that your conclusion for item c is found in Table 3, but your
conclusion is actually supported by the following paragraph and Figure 10.

L419: Add "%" after 9.

L547: I guess it should be "50° in forward and backward direction" as in Figure 18.

Figure 3: It is probably an imaging artefact, but I also see blue and purple dots in the
figures.



Figure 4: Number for VZA is missing.

Figure 17: The caption does not mention SO2 and BrO, but only IO.
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